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In this accessible collection, leading academic economists, psychologists and philosophers apply behavioural economic findings to practical
policy concerns.
From TV personality and radio host Bill Flanagan comes a highly entertaining time-traveling adventure novel about how the past never gives
up its hold on the present and how even sixty-five-year-olds are still kids at heart. If you had the chance to live your life over again, knowing
everything that you know now, would you take it? Would you still take it if it meant losing everything you have today? Would a second chance
to correct every mistake and missed opportunity be worth giving up the world you know and the life you have built? In Fifty in Reverse, fifteenyear-old Peter Wyatt does just that. In the spring of 1970, Harvard psychologist Terry Canyon is introduced to Peter, a quiet kid from a
wealthy family who has been suspended from ninth grade for stripping off his clothes in Algebra class. When Terry asks Peter why he did it,
the boy explains that he was trying to “shock myself awake.” It turns out that Peter believes he is a sixty-five-year-old man who went to sleep
in his home in New York in the year 2020 and woke up in his childhood bedroom fifty years earlier. Hilariously depicting Peter’s attempts to fit
in as a fifteen-year-old in 1970 and to cope with the tedium, foolishness, and sexual temptations of high school as he tries to retain the sense
of himself as a sixty-five-year-old man, Fifty in Reverse is a thought-provoking and enlightening novel about second chances and
appreciating the life you have today.
Stay in the light, avoid locked doors, and resist silver whispers. Meet Lynher Aris, hostess extraordinaire. By night, she entertains the Dark
Ones passing through the Night Station: vampires, demons, shifters, and worse. By day, she undermines them all by working with the
resistance to unravel their enslavement of the human race. But Lynher has a dark secret, and with the imminent arrival of Ghost—a vampire
overlord few have seen but all fear—she must play her role as the queen of the Night Station to perfection, keeping the resistance and her
secret safe, or risk losing everything, including the powerful Night Station itself. "A cross between Innkeeper Chronicles and Vampire
Chronicles!" "Dark and sumptuous, the gothic urban fantasy we needed!"
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A New York Times Editor’s Choice From journalist and New York Times bestselling author
Charles Blow comes a powerful manifesto and call to action, "a must-read in the effort to dismantle deep-seated poisons of systemic racism
and white supremacy" (San Francisco Chronicle). Race, as we have come to understand it, is a fiction; but, racism, as we have come to live
it, is a fact. The point here is not to impose a new racial hierarchy, but to remove an existing one. After centuries of waiting for white majorities
to overturn white supremacy, it seems to me that it has fallen to Black people to do it themselves. Acclaimed columnist and author Charles
Blow never wanted to write a “race book.” But as violence against Black people—both physical and psychological—seemed only to increase in
recent years, culminating in the historic pandemic and protests of the summer of 2020, he felt compelled to write a new story for Black
Americans. He envisioned a succinct, counterintuitive, and impassioned corrective to the myths that have for too long governed our thinking
about race and geography in America. Drawing on both political observations and personal experience as a Black son of the South, Charles
set out to offer a call to action by which Black people can finally achieve equality, on their own terms. So what will it take to make lasting
change when small steps have so frequently failed? It’s going to take an unprecedented shift in power. The Devil You Know is a
groundbreaking manifesto, proposing nothing short of the most audacious power play by Black people in the history of this country. This book
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is a grand exhortation to generations of a people, offering a road map to true and lasting freedom.
My name is Danica James. I'm a cop with the Arcane Division. I'm also a magitek. For most humans, demons, and Fae, magik and
technology are totally incompatible. But some mages are able to manipulate mechanical and electrical devices. Hunter James was my
grandfather, and a magitek. He wanted to end humanity's cycle of war, but instead he broke the world.
The Messenger rocked your world, and now she's back. But have her lies finally caught up with her? Trust doesn't come easy for Kesh
Lasota. She survived life as a slave, survived the Dreamweaver's touch, but surviving Marshal Kellee and the mysterious Talen is a whole
other game, one she's not sure she's ready for. When the three are captured by a bloodthirsty fae general sweeping through the last of
Halow's human colonies, the only weapons they have left are lies. And so Kesh must pretend to be the gladiator they all expect, while Kellee
is forced to fight against her, and Talen is... Well, just who is Talen when he can command soldiers with a glance and move among the fae
elite as though he belongs? Trust doesn't come easy for Kesh Lasota, neither does love. She must survive both, or everything she's fought
for will be lost forever, including her men. The enchanting & mind-blowing Messenger series continues with more action, more romance, and
more exciting twists! Genre: Paranormal science fantasy. Messenger Chronicles reading order: Shoot the Messenger, #1 Game of Lies, #2
The Nightshade's Touch, #3 Prince of Dreams, #4 Her Dark Legion, #5 (Coming late 2019)
"Viciously compelling! Addison Cain's writing blows me away each time!" -NYT Bestselling author Anna Zaires Thumb brushing her lips like a
kiss, he promised, "In time, you will learn you need not fear me." Setting her free, Sovereign's enigmatic expression grew dark. "You will love
me. It is inevitable." These soldiers claim I am theirs, that I must submit. But I refuse. For a century, I have run, fought, killed, and bled. I have
left planets aflame. And always I have escaped the Brotherhood's hunt. I have escaped Sovereign. Until now. Trapped on a derelict space
station with my greatest enemy--a ruthless and powerful emperor who claims to love me--there is no way out. Unless I promise to be his.
Sovereign's all-consuming passion burns away my fragile reason. The adoration and seductive skills of his formidable Brothers confuses me.
But these males play with fire. And I will burn us all to ash if they think to keep me in chains. Sigil: Irdesi Empire Book 1 is a Reverse Harem
Dark Romance laced with complete power exchange and obsessive males who will stop at nothing to possess their woman. Keywords:
Space Opera Romance, polyamory, ménage, possessive alpha male dark romance, Dark romance, psychological romance, gothic romance,
paranormal romance, dystopian, dystopian romance, complete power exchange, seductive romance, A/B/O, Alpha Omega. Alpha Hero,
Antihero, antihero romance, antihero dark romance, Suffering Heroine, Obsessive Hero, abduction to love, Abuse of Power, beauty and the
beast, blackmail, passionate lovers, tortured heroine, tragic past, unrequited love, virgin, sexually romantic books, series, romantic suspense,
collections, anthologies, jealous possessive romance, forbidden romance, hunted female, angsty alpha romance
One of the leading collectors of memorabilia from the Canadian National Exhibition tells the stories of “The Ex”. Celebrating a joyful feature
of our country’s heritage, the full-colour photos of the author’s extensive collection of cherished memorabilia from the CNE bring to life a
bygone era. Anecdotes from fellow fans of Canada’s great fair evoke a simpler time when CNE treats cost just pennies, when admission to
the fair was a quarter and when the country fell in love with Marilyn Bell as she completed her historic swim across Lake Ontario to Toronto’s
shores, and into our hearts. Treasures of the CNE will give readers a chance to reminisce and enjoy tales of the fair’s music, sports, events
and amusements from days gone by.

NOW FREE! Lies aren't her only weapons against the fae... In the Halow system, one of Earth’s three sister star
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systems, tek and magic—humans and fae—are at war. Kesh Lasota is a ghost in the machine. Invisible to tek, she’s hired
by the criminal underworld to carry illegal messages through the Halow system. But when one of those messages kills its
recipient, Kesh finds herself on the run with a bounty on her head and a quick-witted marshal on her tail. Proving her
innocence should be straightforward. Until a warfae steals the evidence she needs. The fae haven’t been seen in Halow
in over a thousand years. And this one—a brutally efficient killer able to wield tek—should not exist. But neither should
Kesh. As Kesh’s carefully crafted lie of a life crumbles around her, she knows being invisible is no longer an option. To
hunt the warfae, to stop him from destroying a thousand-year fragile peace, she must resurrect the horrors of her past.
Kesh Lasota was a ghost. Now she’s back, and there’s only one thing she knows for certain: Nobody shoots the
messenger and gets away with it. Reader note: This series is professionally edited and proofread for your reading
enjoyment. DragonCon Award finalist for Best Fantasy (Paranormal) 2018 Messenger Chronicles reading order: Shoot
the Messenger, #1 Game of Lies, #2 The Nightshade's Touch, #3 Prince of Dreams, #4 Her Dark Legion, #5 (coming late
2019) Shoot the Messenger is a full-length novel: 80,000 words. Genre: Science-fantasy. Paranormal in a sci-fi setting.
Slow-burn alternative relationship dynamic. Dark fantasy. Paranormal fantasy. Urban fantasy series. Perfect for readers
of Ilona Andrews, Jeaniene Frost, Lilith Saintcrow and Laurell K Hamilton. Download for free now and begin this fae-inspace fantasy adventure!
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller is the definitive manual for
anyone interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control – from the author of The Laws of Human
Nature. In the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers
have distilled three thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of
Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T.
Barnum. Some laws teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of
confidence (“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush
Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has one thing in common: an interest in total domination. In a bold and
arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to
understand the rules of the game.
On Tartarus I was born...Soaked in power and secrets--Tartarus is a city for rebels, exiles, and criminals. As a
messenger, every shadow is my friend. I know all the secrets of this place. Or, at least, I thought I did. When my best
friend, Kida, goes missing, I don't waste any time assuming her identity to draw her or whoever took her, out of hiding.On
Tartarus I will die...As I search for Kida's whereabouts, Tartarus' most dangerous gang--The Tanks--are slowly rising out
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of the chromework, growing more and more powerful. Every instinct in my body is screaming for me to run, to save
myself, but I can't--not without Kida. If I have to set the city ablaze just to get her attention, I will. And if the fire doesn't kill
me, the secrets I uncover just might.***THIS COPY CONTAINS BOOK 1 AND 1.5 OF THE SKY CITIES
SERIES******THIS IS A REVERSE HAREM TITLE***
Married mother of two Emily is flattered by her younger co-worker Ray's attention, but she never gives it a second
thought until he makes a pass at her and she likes the kiss. When Emily confesses her transgression to her husband Ian,
he doesn't give the reaction she expects. Not only does Ian not mind, her encourages Emily to see Ray again outside of
work and respond to his advances. Emily is shocked, but can't fight her excitement at the idea. The married couple goes
down a dangerous road and Emily fears where it may end. Includes the first 2 chapters of Because He's Watching: Ian's
Obsession by Kenny Wright.
In PLEASE DON'T SHOOT THE MESSENGER! Dr. Gary Goodman arms you with the helpful and practical
communications skills you need in order to sail through sensitive business communication situations with customers and
colleagues alike. In or out of the office, PLEASE DON'T SHOOT THE MESSENGER! shows you how to improve your
communciation skills in practically every possible challenging business situation. Highspirited yet helpful, this book is a
must-have for business communication success.
Beautiful. Gorgeous. Slut.Whore. I've been called all of these, except my true name--a secret I've never learned.I was
groomed for a life of captivity; brought up as a slave for the exclusive club, Exotique. I'm desired for my body and thirsted
after for my addictive blood. I'm stripped and restrained while male after male acts out his twisted desires.I'm constantly
at war with myself while my inner beasts battle for dominance. The succubus half of me craves these sessions. She
longs for the toxic mix of pleasure and pain, feasting on the release of others. My phoenix half lies dormant. She's a silent
presence who shudders at the crack of a whip, and shies away from the cruel hands of my handlers.While I suffer
through countless degrading sessions, somewhere far away a trio of Phoenix warriors are sanctioned by their King to find
and rescue me. Will they succeed? Or will one of my handlers finally take a session too far?Their race is dying, but so am
I.Bound for Blood is book one in the Feathers and Fire series. It is a Dark, Paranormal, Reverse Harem romance. The
final book ends with an HEA. Expect dark elements and explicit scenes. If such scenes might trigger or offend you,
please do not buy this book.
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling author of
The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are
the stuff of legend at their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an allPage 4/10
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night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she
is still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper
into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he becomes less sure of who and what he
is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.
With new coauthor Leslie Gonzales, Russ Marion maintains the tradition of well-balanced, well-researched, and lively
discussions of classic and contemporary leadership theories and their applications. The extensively revised Second
Edition adds coverage of leader-member exchange theory, sensemaking, group conflict, and critical race and critical
feminist perspectives, as well as a fuller treatment of transformational leadership. The authors begin with a brief look at
the pros and cons of general entity- and collectivist-based approaches to leadership, reflecting key debates in the
leadership literature. Next, readers encounter the history and applications of specific entity-based theories, followed by a
discussion of conflict theory, which provides an apt transition to the exploration of collectivist ideas. The book finishes
with coverage of critical theory, institutionalism, and population ecologytheories that focus more on the organizational
context for leadership than on leadership styles. Throughout this updated edition, the authors use metaphors and realworld examples from inside and outside educational contexts. Numerous figures, case studies, roundtable discussions,
group activities, and reflective exercises engage readers and accelerate learning. Link Forward and Link Back sections
reference upcoming or previous chapters to show that theories are dynamic. Leadership in Education, Second Edition,
raises the bar for understanding and reinforcing practical applications of various theories in settings and situations that
school administrators are likely to encounter.
The classic thriller about a hostile foreign power infiltrating American politics: “Brilliant . . . wild and exhilarating.” —The New Yorker
A war hero and the recipient of the Congressional Medal of Honor, Sgt. Raymond Shaw is keeping a deadly secret—even from
himself. During his time as a prisoner of war in North Korea, he was brainwashed by his Communist captors and transformed into
a deadly weapon—a sleeper assassin, programmed to kill without question or mercy at his captors’ signal. Now he’s been
returned to the United States with a covert mission: to kill a candidate running for US president . . . This “shocking, tense” and
sharply satirical novel has become a modern classic, and was the basis for two film adaptations (San Francisco Chronicle).
“Crammed with suspense.” —Chicago Tribune “Condon is wickedly skillful.” —Time
From the author of Serpent's Touch comes a wicked story of love, loss, and terrible danger. In a world where Kings and Queens
make court, where monsters are real, and magic is to be feared, there exists a great and terrible labyrinth of unknown origin,
lorded over by an equally enigmatic and mysterious King. No one who enters the labyrinth without the King's permission leaves,
those who defy the King are thrown in as punishment, but for everyone else who lives within this King's domain, the labyrinth is a
source of safety and protection. For Cailyn, the labyrinth is about to become a nightmare from which she can never awaken. The
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Labyrinth Queen is the first in a brand new series by Tansey Morgan, author of the hit debut novel, 'Serpent's Touch', and the Last
Serpent series. Departing from her usual style of contemporary paranormal romance in favor of the fantastical, Tansey offers a
spellbinding story filled with twists, turns, magic, and danger, told from the standpoint of a woman who questions her own self
worth, but yearns to find it. More than just that, however, Tansey introduces us to the love interests in the story by giving you their
unique points of view, allowing you to follow this Reverse Harem novel through the eyes of not just one, but many viewpoints. If
you love the paranormal romance and fantasy genres, if you like your stories to have a little bite in them, if you aren't scared of
excitement, then this is the book for you. Disclaimer: this book is part of a continuing series of novels, all which will follow the same
arc over many books, but each which will tease into the next - expect to be left with questions at the end. As a reverse harem
fantasy novel, you can expect there to be action, magic, intrigue, and multiple primary love interests. Sexual content will also form
a part of this series, as will swearing and violence. If you're happy with all of this, then... Buy the Labyrinth Queen today, and
"forget about the baby"!
Be careful which star you wish upon... The unseelie—banished by Oberon long ago—are stirring awake, and there's one name on
their poisoned lips: Nightshade. Kesh is beginning to settle into her role as Halow's messenger, saving people from the fae with
the help of Kellee, Talen, Arran and Sota, but if she has any hope of making her wrongs right, she must trust those around her.
Without them, there is no Messenger. Friends, lovers, more. But one has a secret. A secret so dark it threatens to change
everything Kesh believes in. A secret that could change the fate of Faerie, Halow, and all of humanity. When the fae abandoned
the stars long-ago, they left behind more than fairytales. They left behind their monsters. *** The fae-in-space "mind-blowing"
bestselling series continues in The Nightshade's Touch, Messenger Chronicles #3
The United States Marine Corps is the largest such force on the planet, and yet it is the smallest, most elite section of the U.S.
military, one with a long and storied history. Here, in the most current version of the manual used by the Corps itself, is the basic
guidebook used by all rifle platoon squad leaders. Discover: . the organization, weapons, capabilities, and limitations of the Marine
rifle squad . the squad's role within a platoon and that of the fire teams within the rifle squad . offensive and defensive tactics and
techniques . the various patrols squads conduct . numerous charts and illustrations . and much, much more. Military buffs, wargamers, and anyone seeking to understand how American armed services are being deployed in the ever-changing arena of
modern warfare will find this a fascinating and informative document.
In a wide-ranging and compelling account of the life of metrical and free verse in the twentieth century, poet and critic Jon Silkin
deepens our understanding of the way poetry works on us. He begins from the premiss that two modes of verse, free and metrical,
engage the creative energies of poetry now, creating a rich, fertile environment capable of yielding work valuable to poetry itself
and to the society which has given it life. With a practitioner's empathy Silkin reads the poetry of Whitman, Hopkins, Eliot, Pound,
Lawrence, Dylan Thomas, Bunting and eight British poets from the post-second World War period to illustrate how free and
metrical verse create, separately or together, a poetic harmony. Additionally, he includes crucial statements on modern poetry
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from poets themselves, concluding with a fine memoir of Basil Bunting by Connie Pickard, published in book-form for the first time.
Change the World by Changing One Meal a Day Suzy Amis Cameron—environmental advocate, former actor, and mom of
five—presents “a timely and empowering guide to take charge of your health—both for your own sake and for the planet’s” (Ariana
Huffington) by swapping one meat- and dairy-based meal for a plant-based one every day. The research is clear that a plantbased diet is the healthiest diet on Earth. But what many people don’t realize is that nothing else we do comes close to the
environmental impact of what we eat. Now Suzy Amis Cameron explains how we can boost energy, feel better, live healthier, and
heal the Earth, starting with just one meal a day. Developed at MUSE School, the school she founded with her sister Rebecca
Amis, Suzy’s program makes it possible for anyone and everyone to reverse climate change while they embrace a healthier
lifestyle. This one simple step will begin to help you lose weight and stay naturally thin, reverse chronic health concerns, improve
overall wellbeing, enjoy newfound energy, and slash your carbon footprint in half. In The OMD Plan, Suzy shares her field-tested
plan, outlining the latest science and research on why a plant-based diet is better for one’s health and the environment. Featuring
fifty delicious, nourishing recipes and complete with inspiring success stories, shopping lists, meal plans, and pantry tips, The
OMD Plan “is a book that nourishes our minds as well providing ways to nourish our bodies” (Jane Goodall).
Takes a humorous look at expectations versus reality in pop culture, sports, and media, exploring such topics as pop culture's
obsession with time travel and what Kurt Cobain and David Koresh have in common.
A media attorney and authority on First Amendment law argues that the public's growing disenchantment with the media could
erode Americans' constitutional freedoms.
Multiple sclerosis is a debilitating disease that has long been regarded almost beyond the possibility of successful treatment. For
many patients a diagnosis of MS has meant the end of a normally functioning life. Not any longer. Celeste Pepe was a vigorous
42, a busy chiropractor and naturopath, when she got an MS diagnosis. What does an expert in alternative medicine do when she
gets seriously ill? Dr. Pepe realized it was time to put her deep belief in alternative medicine to the test. She resolved to find and
employ effective natural ways to reverse this condition and restore her health. She did, and her multiple sclerosis is now a thing of
the past. Dr. Pepe's remarkable healing odyssey took her through many disciplines, theories, and practices in the world of natural
medicine, and into the depths of her own body and mind. In the end, she distilled her successful treatment into a program that any
MS patient can follow to restore health. She explains this with clarity, medical precision and a strong measure of encouragement.
Using her own healing experience, Dr. Pepe explains the steps that can help the MS patient turn the corner on this disease:
detailed nutrient testing and fortification, bee venom treatment, allergy testing and dietary changes, personally tailored nutritional
plans, the use of specialized supplements, chelation therapy, regular exercise, and the replacement of mercury amalgam dental
fillings. "I truly believe that if you diligently apply these healing protocols, which I have learned, you will no longer be known as an
'MS victim,'" says Dr. Pepe.
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks,
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MD, author of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your brain? Norman
Doidge’s inspiring guide to the new brain science explains all of this and more An astonishing new science called neuroplasticity
is overthrowing the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable, and proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your
brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D., traveled the country to meet both the brilliant scientists championing neuroplasticity,
its healing powers, and the people whose lives they’ve transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain damage or brain
trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman born with half a brain that rewired itself to work as a whole, blind people who
learn to see, learning disorders cured, IQs raised, aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children with
cerebral palsy learning to move with more grace, depression and anxiety disorders successfully treated, and lifelong character
traits changed. Using these marvelous stories to probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and education, Dr.
Doidge has written an immensely moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter the way we look at our brains, human nature,
and human potential.
“I’ve come too far to surrender now…” Eledan’s nightmare has been unleashed upon the worlds and with Oberon gone, only the
messenger crew stand in its way. Kellee, Talen, Sirius, Sota, and Kesh. Together, they are stronger, but there are forces on Faerie
who do not want the worlds saved, forces that would see the Messenger and her crew torn apart. Queen to Faerie’s new king,
Messenger and more to the saru, lover to some and a weapon to others, but who is Kesh Lasota really? A guiding light or an
unwitting puppet? Answers are coming. The time for lies has passed. And Kesh will soon learn some battles can’t be won alone.
The mind-blowing Messenger Chronicles comes to its explosive conclusion in Her Dark Legion. Series Reading Order: Shoot the
Messenger, #1 Game of Lies, #2 The Nightshade's Touch, #3 Prince of Dreams, #4 Her Dark Legion, #5
For an increasing number of people, global warming is not an academic and scientific debate, but a matter of survival. As the
planet warms at a rate of four degrees Fahrenheit per century, violent storms are increasing in frequency, icebergs are melting,
sea level is rising, species are losing their habitats, and temperature records are being broken. Feeling the Heat consists of
chapter-length visits by well-known authors to actual world "hot" spots, where people are already coping day-to-day with the
consequences of climactic disruption. The locations for the book were strategically chosen because each represents a separate
and important global warming impact, such as rising tides, melting glaciers, evolving ecosystems and air pollution. Feeling the
Heat takes global warming out of the realm of armchair speculation and arcane scientific debate, revealing the process of climate
change to be ongoing, serious and immediate.
Hiroshima is the story of six people--a clerk, a widowed seamstress, a physician, a Methodist minister, a young surgeon, and a
German Catholic priest--who lived through the greatest single manmade disaster in history. In vivid and indelible prose, Pulitzer
Prize-winner John Hersey traces the stories of these half-dozen individuals from 8:15 a.m. on August 6, 1945, when Hiroshima
was destroyed by the first atomic bomb ever dropped on a city, through the hours and days that followed. Almost four decades
after the original publication of this celebrated book, Hersey went back to Hiroshima in search of the people whose stories he had
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told, and his account of what he discovered is now the eloquent and moving final chapter of Hiroshima.
Increasing numbers of parents grapple with children who are acting out without obvious reason. Revved up and irritable, many of
these children are diagnosed with ADHD, bipolar illness, autism, or other disorders but don’t respond well to treatment. They are
then medicated, often with poor results and unwanted side effects. Based on emerging scientific research and extensive clinical
experience, integrative child psychiatrist Dr. Victoria Dunckley has pioneered a four-week program to treat the frequent underlying
cause, Electronic Screen Syndrome (ESS). Dr. Dunckley has found that everyday use of interactive screen devices — such as
computers, video games, smartphones, and tablets — can easily overstimulate a child’s nervous system, triggering a variety of
stubborn symptoms. In contrast, she’s discovered that a strict, extended electronic fast single-handedly improves mood, focus,
sleep, and behavior, regardless of the child’s diagnosis. It also reduces the need for medication and renders other treatments
more effective. Offered now in this book, this simple intervention can produce a life-changing shift in brain function and help your
child get back on track — all without cost or medication. While no one in today’s connected world can completely shun electronic
stimuli, Dr. Dunckley provides hope for parents who feel that their child has been misdiagnosed or inappropriately medicated, by
presenting an alternative explanation for their child’s difficulties and a concrete plan for treating them.
Blair lost the love of her life when her fiancé, and father to their unborn child, went missing and was presumed dead. Returning to
Hazard Falls, she must plan for her baby’s future without Grant by her side. Drake only intended to give his brother's baby a
father, but a marriage of convenience grows into a genuine one when he and Blair fall in love and welcome two more children into
their little family. Grant’s love for Blair was the only thing that kept him alive for six years in a North Korean prison camp until he
was rescued. But she now belongs to his brother—a fact Grant can’t bring himself to face. When the woman he still loves and the
son he’s never met are in danger, Grant must do everything he can to protect them. But will his return to Hazard Falls destroy
them all, or will Grant have the chance to win Blair’s heart again, this time sharing her with his brother?
Being a telepath, I should have seen the hell I was getting myself into… I used to be one of the most powerful telepaths in the guild.
That was before my drug addiction and before they kicked me out. But I'm not a bad guy. Now I help the Atlanta PD solve
murders. And even though there are only a few people I call friends, I'd do most anything to keep their trust. So when a judge asks
me to help investigate a missing college kid, I'm down for it. No questions asked. No problem. But in this dark world, things are
never easy and a favor is never just a favor. Turns out, politicians don’t like being murder suspects. And it's bad to anger
someone with more power than you. I thought I had nothing to lose... I was wrong. Includes a preview of Alex Hughes’s Sharp
An inspirational and handy book of consciousness and love. Bring it with you on your daily journey for happiness everywhere you go.
Shoot the MessengerPippa DaCosta
Strange changes are taking place in Village. Once a utopian community that prided itself on its welcome to new strangers, Village will soon
be closed to all outsiders. As one of the few people able to travel through the dangerous Forest, Matty must deliver the message of Village’s
closing and try to convince Seer’s daughter to return with him before it’s too late. But Forest has become hostile to Matty as well, and he
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must risk everything to fight his way through it, armed only with an emerging power he cannot yet explain or understand. This ebook includes
a sample chapter of SON.
“Oh what a tangled web we weave…” Kesh fled Faerie as a queen killer. Now she returns as the Faerie King’s secret obsession. But on
Faerie, nothing is as it seems, not even Kesh herself. With days to stop Arran’s execution and the stoic guardian, Sirius, as her constant
shadow, Kesh must weave her lies deep within Faerie’s courts where magic and whispers combine and conspire. Soon, Kesh learns there is
more at stake than Arran’s life. Faerie is dying. Oberon’s reign is crumbling. The time to strike against the fae is now. But with Talen, Kellee
and Sota a thousand light-years away, Kesh cannot succeed alone… Beneath the courtly politics, the glittering facades, and the King’s fragile
hold on his people, the Dreamweaver is locked in eternal slumber, dreaming of the day his Queen of Hearts will set him free… because he
knows, Kesh Lasota has no other choice. Kesh survived the Dreamweaver once before. Now all she has to do is control him. But Faerie's
Dreamweaver has other ideas for the peoples’ Messenger. He knows who, and what Kesh really is and he has every intention of using her to
make all his dreams come true. He takes your mind, makes it his, takes your soul, makes you cruel. Dare you answer the Dreamweaver’s
call? The "mind-blowing" fae-in-space bestselling series continues in Prince of Dreams, Messenger Chronicles #4 Series Reading Order:
Shoot the Messenger, #1 Game of Lies, #2 The Nightshade's Touch, #3 Prince of Dreams, #4 Her Dark Legion, #5 - coming late 2019.
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